Despite the multi-turn open-domain dialogue systems have attracted more and more attention and made great progress, the existing dialogue systems are still very boring. Nearly all the existing dialogue models only provide a response when the user's utterance is accepted. But during daily conversations, humans always decide whether to continue to utter an utterance based on the context. Intuitively, a dialogue model that can control the timing of talking autonomously based on the conversation context can chat with human more naturally. In this paper, we explore the dialogue system that automatically controls the timing of talking during conversation. Specifically, we adopt the decision module for the existing dialogue models. Furthermore, modeling conversation context effectively is very important for controlling the timing of talking. So we also adopt the graph neural networks to process the context with the natural graph structure. Extensive experiments on two benchmarks show that controlling the timing of talking can effectively improve the quality of dialogue generation, and the proposed methods significantly improve the accuracy of timing of talking. In addition, we have publicly released the codes of our proposed model 1 .
Introduction
Building an agent that can chat with humans naturally is a long-term task in the Natural Language Processing which has attracted the attention of a large number of researchers (Chen et al., 2017; Lowe et al., 2015) . Recently, neural approaches have made great progress in building multi-turn end-to-end dialogue systems and lots of neural network models are proposed Zhang et al., 2018a Zhang et al., , 2019a ?) . Although researchers proposed lots of novel neural networks models to make the dialogue systems more engaging (Zhang et al., 2018a (Zhang et al., , 2019a Hu et al., 2019) , the existing multi-turn dialogue systems are still very stupid and boring. Actually most of the existing multi-turn generative dialogue models are trained by paired samples (query, response) . So during the conversation, a response can only be obtained when the user's utterances are already provided which is similar with the traditional QA systems (Voorhees, 1999) . This way is very different from the one that the human does. During the daily conversations, human beings always decide whether to utter based on the conversation context. For example, as shown in Table 1 , the existing chatbots play the role of B and it utters an utterance in the last turn in the conversation context. Without the user's responses to the last utterance, the chatbots cannot continue to provide an utterance and the conversation will be very boring. But during our daily conversations, the human can easily decide to continue to talk based on the context (we denote this ability as controlling the timing of talking). In this case, the conversations are more engaging and natural than the existing chatbots. De-spite this issue can be partially alleviated by using modified the training datasets, the existing dialogue models still cannot decide the timing of talking. So constructing a dialogue model which can decide when to talk autonomously during conversations is very important and it has not been studied yet.
Our contributions in this work are two-fold:
• In order to build a dialogue system that can chat with humans more naturally, we propose a novel generative dialogue model that control the timing of talking autonomously. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first one to explicitly control the timing of talking during multi-turn dialogue generation.
• To control the timing of talking accurately, we adopt the graph neural networks such as such as GCN (Kipf and Welling, 2016) and GAT (Velickovic et al., 2017) to model the natural graph structure of the conversation context. Furthermore, we observe that these models do not use the gated mechanism to update the node feature which is inappropriate for the dialogue modeling (Bahdanau et al., 2014) , and we propose a novel double-gated graph recurrent neural network to model the timing of talking and generate an appropriate utterance. So during the conversation, our proposed model can effectively decide whether to keep talking or keep silence, just like a normal person.
The extensive experiments on two benchmarks show that the quality of dialogue generation can be improved by controlling the timing of talking and our proposed graph neural network significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines on the accuracy of the timing of talking.
Related Work

Dialogue systems
Dialogue system aims to build an intelligent agent that can chat with human beings naturally which is a important and long-term task in Natural Language Processing and even artificial intelligence (Chen et al., 2017; Lowe et al., 2015; . It's useful in a wide range of applications such as virtual assistant and entertainment (Young et al., 2013; Shawar and Atwell, 2007) . Dialogue systems can be simply divided into two categories (Chen et al., 2017) : (1) Open-domain dialogue systems, also known as chatbots, have daily conversation with humans; (2) Task-oriented dialog systems, assist humans to accomplish a specific task through conversation. In this paper, we only focus on the generative open-domain dialogue systems.
Since the sequence to sequence architecture was proposed, the end-toend generative dialogue systems are becoming increasingly popular. Lots of models are proposed to improve the performance of the seq2seq based neural networks approaches (Bahdanau et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015) . As for multi-turn dialogue generation, proposed HRED which uses the hierarchical encoder-decoder framework to model the context sentences. Since then, the HRED based architecture is widely used in multi-turn dialogue generation and lots of variants have been proposed such as VHRED and CSRR (Shen et al., 2019) .
However, all the existing multi-turn opendomain dialogue systems are trained by the pairs of query and response. In this setting, the response can only be obtained when the user provides an utterance. This way is different from the way that human does. So in order to make the multi-turn dialogue systems become more natural and real, we propose a generative dialogue systems that can control the timing of talking during the conversation.
Graph neural networks
More and more learning tasks require dealing with graph data which contains rich relation information among elements (Zhou et al., 2018) . Graph neural networks (GNNs) (Zhang et al., 2018c ) is a very powerful tool to capture the dependence of graphs via message passing between the nodes of graphs and lots of methods are proposed (Velickovic et al., 2017; Kipf and Welling, 2016) . In NLP, GNNs have also become very popular and lots of work start to apply GNNs to model relation information of the semantic units and achieve better performance such as text classification and relation extraction (Peng et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018b) . But how to apply the GNNs to generative multiturn dialogue systems has not been studied.
In this paper, we leverage the role information to effectively understand the context and improve the accuracy of the timing of talking.
3 Technical Background
Gated Recurrent Unit
A GRU (Bahdanau et al., 2014) and a long shortterm memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997 ) are proposed to solve the gradient vanishing existed in the vanilla RNN and both of them have the gated mechanism.
A GRU can be described as:
where the σ is the sigmoid function, W, W r , W z are the parameters of the GRU. h t−1 is the last hidden state in the RNN and x t is the input in current step t. z t controls how much past information affects the current state, called the update gate. Compared with the LSTM , the GRU has less parameters and runs faster, so in this paper, we choose to use the GRU instead of the LSTM. In our work, the gated mechanism is very essential for our proposed graph neural network. It can be used as a method to control the noise of the context and update the state effectively.
Graph Neural Network
A graph neural networks can be described as (Fey and Lenssen, 2019) :
where φ denotes differentiable functions such as MLPs (Multi Layer Perceptrons), h k i is the node feature of node i in layer k, N i contains all the neighborhood nodes of node i. δ is the aggregator which collects the information of the neighborhood such as sum and mean. γ is the updator which updates the node feature based on the aggregator's output and the current state h k−1 i . Most of the exisiting graph neural networks implement the γ and φ with the simple linear projection such as GCN and GAT which cannot update the node feature effectively during the dialogue modeling. So we use the GRU to introduce the gated mechanism to alleviate this issue. We compare GCN and GAT with proposed gated graph nerual network in the experiment section.
Notations and Task Formulation
Let there be 2 speakers: (1) agent: A; (2) user: U in a conversation. It should be noted that the motivation of controlling the timing of talking can be easily extended to multi-party conversations, here we only focus on two speakers. Given a list of the utterances as the conversation context c = {u 1 , a 2 , u 3 , a 4 , ..., u i }, where utterance u i or a i is uttered by U or A in the i turn. The goal of the traditional multi-turn dialogue models is to generate an utterance r that maximizes the conditional likelihood based on c:
where θ is the parameters of A.
In this paper, we formulate the decision of timing of talking during the dialogue generation as a binary classification task. Specifically, given the context c and the speaker information, the model needs to give a decision t to control whether to speak or keep silence at this time.
Then the goal of the dialogue generation with timing of talking is to decide the timing of talking t and generate the response r that maximizes the conditional likelihood given the context c:
is the probability of generating the response r (when the models decide to keep silence, the response r is a special token silence). Obviously, the dialogue generation with timing of talking is multi-task learning. In our work, the context c is a directed acyclic graph G(V, E) that contains the utterances and the relations among them, where V is a set of m vertices {1, 2, ...m} and E = {e i,j } m i,j=1 is a set of directed edges. Each vectex i is a sentence representation h i learned by an RNN. If utterance j is related to utterance i, then there is an edge from i to j with e i,j = 1; otherwise e i,j = 0. The details of constructing the edges can be found in the next section.
Methodology
In this section, we first demonstrate the way of constrcuting the directed acyclic graph. Then, we show four components of the proposed model: (1) Utterance encoder;
(2) Sequential context encoder;
(3) Graph context encoder; (4) Generator. The overview of the proposed method is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Construct the Graph
As shown in Figure 1 , in order to construct an appropriate graph for modeling the timing of talking accurately, we use two kinds of information: (1) Temporal information, it records the topic changes of the conversation as it progresses. We add an directed edge e i−1,i = 1 between each group of adjacent sentences (i, i + 1) to hold this information.;
(2) Role information, it's important to make sure your role in the conversation before deciding whether or not to speak. Then we add the edges following:
where N [0,i−2] contains all the utterances before i that have the same speaker as i. 2 . The details of the graph can be found in experiment section.
Double-Gated Graph Recurrent Neural Networks
Utterance Encoder
Given an utterance i = (w i,1 , w i,2 , ..., w i,n ), utterance encoder encodes it into a dense vector u i called sentence embedding. In this paper, the utterance encoder adopts a bidirectional gated recurrent unit (GRU):
where e i,t is the embedding of w i,t . The final sentence embedding u i is the concatenation of the last
After encoding by the utterance encoder, the conversation context can be represented with C = {u i , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}}.
Sequential context Encoder
Conversations are sequential but all the sentence embedding in C = {u i , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}} is independent. So, we feed the conversation to an another bidirectional GRU to provide rich contextual information for generator and Graph context encoder:
The contextual sentence embedding of the utter-
.., m}} is the conversation context.
Graph context Encoder
Here, we demonstrate our double-gated graph neural network. First of all, making sure the speaker of each sentence is very important for understanding the utterances. We concatenate the C and the trainable user embedding to achieve this goal. Furthermore, during dialogue modeling, the neighbors' positions in the conversation context are beneficial for the aggregator of graph neural networks. But exisiting graph nerual networks ignores it. We also concatenate the C and the trainable position embedding to address this issue. The final conversation context embedding can be descibed as:
where the U u i and P u i represent the user embedding and the position embedding of the utterance i.
As for the sentence i in the conversation context, there may be lots of neighbors when the conversation continues for some rounds because of role information. Not all the neighbors can provide the valuable information for i. Some of these neighbors will introduce noises for the node i. The existing graph neural networks which treat neighbors equally are inappropriate for the dialogue modeling. Here, we alleviate this problem by applying an GRU to implement φ of the graph neural network. This is the first gated mechanism of our proposed method. The reset gate of a GRU can control the information flowing from h j to h i (Bahdanau et al., 2014) to decrease the effect of the noises. The attention mechanism maybe another way to detect the noise and we compare the attention-based graph neural network (GAT) with our proposed model in the experiment section. Finally, the δ is implemented by mean function to aggregate all the information of the neighbors.
After collecting the neighbors' information by aggregator, the node feature h i should be updated based on the current h k−1 i . The existing graph neural networks use the linear projection to as the updator. But in multi-turn conversations, the gated mechanism can adaptively capture dependencies of different time scales. So we implement update function γ with an another GRU. This is the second gated mechansim of the proposed model.
There are k layers in the Graph context encoder which means that each utterance can consider about the neighbors in k-steps, and the parameters of these two GRU models are shared across these layers. The final formulation of our proposed doublegated graph neural network can be descirbed as:
where the h k−1 i is the node feature of the layer k−1. h k i is the updated sentence embedding. N i contains a set of the neighbors of node i.
Generation and Decision
As for the multi-turn dialogue generation, the existing dialogue models generate a response. In our work, our proposed model also need to decide whether to talk in this time. If the last utterance is uttered by the user, the model should learn to decide to speak now. If the last utterance is uttered by the model, it needs to decide whether to continue speaking or not according to the context.
As shown in Figure 1 , decision module in the generator classifies the timing of talking based on the model's user embedding and the context embedding of the last sentence h k−1 m . We implement the decision module by a three layers MLPs with the dropout mechanism (Srivastava et al., 2014) , the hidden layers of MLP use relu as the activation function, whereas the last unit uses sigmoid function:
where the U model is the user embedding of the proposed model. It should be noted that the decision model can be easily updated by using reinforcement learning algorithms. Due to page limitations, we leave this part for the future research. Generation module is a GRU decoder. To generate a response r, the decoder calculates a distribution over the vocabulary and sequentially predicts word r i using a softmax function based on context and decision output t:
where r j−1 is the token generated at the (j − 1)-th time step, obtained from the word look-up table. h j is the hidde state of a GRU at last time step and the initial hidden state is the concatenation of t and context embeddings. θ is the parameters of the GRU decoder.
Experiments
Datasets
It's difficult to evaluate the performance of the proposed models and baselines because most of the existing dialogue datasets only contains the pairs of query and response. The models trained by these datasets ignore the timing of talking and can only generate one response at a time. We find that the Ubuntu corpus (Lowe et al., 2015) contains the dialogue with the timing information and we use the some conversations of it. In order to make the experimental results more convincing, we also convert the Dailydialog (Li et al., 2017) dataset 3 . The format of the conversation and the details of the datasets are shown in Table 3 . The details of generated graph and datasets are shown in Table 2 .
Metrics
We measure the performance of baselines and the proposed models from 2 aspects: (1) Language quality of responses;
(2) Accuracy of the timing of talking. As for the language quality of responses, we apply the human judgments and these automatic evaluations:
• BLEU (Papineni et al., 2001) : We use the BLEU metric, commonly employed in evaluating the open-domain dialogue systems (Li et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2017) .
• PPL: Perplexity is another commonly metric to evaluate the quality of the responses (Zhang et al., 2019a) , the lower the perplexity the better the quality.
• BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019b) : (Liu et al., 2016) demonstrated that BLEU metric is not powerful for measuring the dialogue systems, In order to make the results more reliable, we apply the state-of-the-art embedding-based metric BERTScore.
• Distinct-1(2): (Li et al., 2015) proposed the two metrics which measure the degree of diversity of the responses by calculating the number of distinct unigrams and bigrams.
For human judgments, given 100 randomly sampled context and their generated responses, three annotators (all CS majored students) give the comparsion between the proposed model and baselines, e.g. win, loss and tie based on the coherence of the generated response with respect to the contexts. For exmaple, the win label means the generated response of proposed model is better than baselines. The decision of timing of talking is a binary classification task. Here we apply the Accuracy and Macro-F1 to measure the performance of the decision module.
Baselines and Proposed models
We choose the baselines as following:
• HRED (Li et al., 2016) : (Li et al., 2016) propose the model for generating the dialogue responses with user embedddings. We modified it by adopting the HRED architecture. Specifically, we concatenate the user embedding and the hidden state of the HRED context encoder (Li et al., 2016) (Two speakers in the conversation). It should be noted that the baseline is trained by the modified dataset mentioned above.
• HRED-CF: We add the same decision module in the proposed model for the HRED baseline and propose a powerful baseline called HRED-CF.
• W2T-GCN: To test the effectiveness of the proposed double-gated graph nerual networks, we replace the double-gated graph neural network with the GCN (Kipf and Welling, 2016) .
• W2T-GAT: Replace the double-gated graph neural network with GAT (Velickovic et al., 2017) .
• W2T-GGAT: Self-attention mechanism is another feasible method to detect the relative context. Here we replace the first gated mechanism with the self-attention mechaism (implemented by GAT) and construct a strong baseline W2T-GAT.
• W2T-DGGNN: W2T-DGGNN is our proposed double-gated graph neural network.
Parameter Settings
The parameter settings of our proposed models can be found in Table 4 . We implement the graph neural networks by using PyG (Fey and Lenssen, 2019) . For all the models, we adopt the early stopping to avoid the overfitting. Table 5 : h represents the hidden size. All the hidden size of the GRU are set as 500.
Results
Generation Quality: Table 4 shows the automatic evaluation results on the Ubuntu corpus and the modified dailydialog dataset. From Table 4 , we can make the following observations:
• The strong baseline HRED-CF which explicity models the timing of talking is much better than HRED on almost all the metrics such as PPL and BLEU. Especially in terms of BLEU, HRED-CF exceeds HRED by up to 1.5% on Embedding Average points. The experimental results demonstrate that controlling the timing of talking can significantly improve the quality the dialogue generation. The other two modified datasets shows the same conclusion which can be found in appendix.
• Compared with the simple graph neural networks such as GCN and GAT (third and forth rows), our proposed gated neural network is much better. It indicates that the simply appling the graph neural networks is not enough and the gated mechanism is very important in modeling timing of talking.
• Compared with the strong baseline HRED-CF, the response quality of our proposed graph neural networks is weak. We attribute this phenomenon to the negative transfer problem during multi-task learning that the decision module influences the generation module. We leave this problem to the future research. But the quality of responses is still much better than HRED. It can be shown that although the BLEU scores, PPL and embedding average scores of GNN-based models are lower than HRED-CF, the diversity of the generation is better than strong baseline HRED-CF (distinct-1 and distinc-2).
• In order to test the effectiveness of the gated mechanism, we also replace the first gated mechanism with the self-attention attention mechanism and propose another strong baseline W2T-GGAT (fifth row). Except for PPL and accuracy, W2T-GGAT's performance is far worse than our proposed double-gated graph neural network.
Baseline
Human scores Kappa HRED 0.1111 0.2983 HRED-CF W2T-GCN W2T-GGAT W2T-GGNN Table 7 : The human evaluation on the quality of the language on Dailydialog dataset.
As for the human evalution, the final results are 38.61% / 12.87% / 48.51% for win, loss and tie which indicates that our proposed model can chat with human more naturally than HRED. Decision Performance: The performance of the decision module can be found in the last two columns in Table 4 . It can be shown that our proposed graph neural network models significantly outperforms the strong baseline HRED-CF by up to 5.77% Accuracy and 2.07% macro-F1. Furthermore, compared with the graph neural networks without gated mechanism, it can be found that out proposed model can achieve better performance on accuracy and macro-F1. It demonstrates that the gated mechanism is very important in modeling timing of talking.
Case Study
As shown in Table 6 , to facilitate a better understanding of our proposed model, we provide some examples from dailydialog dataset. It can be found that proposed model can generate the more appropriate responses than HRED baseline. Compared with the strong baseline HRED-CF and HRED, our proposed graph neural network can control the timing of talking accurately.
Conclusion and Future work
In this paper, we propose a new task for the generative multi-turn open-domain dialogue systems which explicitly controls the timing of talking. In order to model the timing of talking accurately for this task, we also propose a novel gated graph neural network. Extensive experiments demonstrate that: (1) Explicitly controlling the timing of talking during dialogue generation is benefit for the quality of the response; (2) Compared with the strong baselines, our proposed graph neural network model the timing of talking more accurately. Furthermore, we also release the source codes our models.
In future work, our research of this work are four-fold: (1) Leverage the reinforcement learning to improve the decision module; (2) Adopt other graph neural networks to model the timing of talking; (3) Alleviate the negative transfer issue
